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DEVICES FOR DELIVERING ENERGY TO BODY LUMENS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims the benefit of priority from U.S. Provisional

Application No. 61/722,499, filed on November 5, 20 2, the entirety of which is

incorporated by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] Various embodiments of the present disclosure relate generally to

medical devices and related methods. More specifically, particular embodiments of

the present disclosure relate to devices and methods for delivering energy to a body

lumen.

BACKGROUND

[003] Asthma is a disease in which (i) bronchoconstriction, (ii) excessive

mucus production, and/or (iii) inflammation and swelling of airways can occur,

potentially causing widespread but variable airflow obstruction, thereby making it

difficult for the asthma sufferer to breathe. Asthma is a chronic disorder, primarily

characterized by persistent airway inflammation. However, asthma is further

characterized by acute episodes of additional airway narrowing via contraction of

hyper-responsive airway smooth muscle.

[004] Asthma may be managed pharmacologically by, among other things:

(1) long-term control through use of anti-inflammatories and long-acting

bronchodilators, and (2) short-term management of acute exacerbations through use

of short-acting bronchodilators. Both of these approaches can require repeated and

regular use of the prescribed drugs. High doses of corticosteroid anti-inflammatory

drugs can have serious side effects that require careful management. In addition,

l



some patients are resistant to steroid treatment. The difficulty involved in patient

compliance with pharmacologic management and the difficulty of avoiding stimulus

that triggers asthma are common barriers to successful asthma management.

[005] Current management techniques are neither completely successful nor

free from side effects. Presently, a new treatment for asthma is showing promise.

This treatment comprises the application of energy to the airway smooth muscle

tissue. Additional information about this treatment may be found in commonly

assigned patents and applications, including U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,41 1,852 and

6,634,363, and U.S. Published Application Nos. US-2005-0010270-A1 and US-2002-

0091 379-A1 , the entirety of each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[006] The application of energy to airway smooth muscle tissue, when

performed via insertion of a treatment device into the bronchial passageways,

requires, among other things, navigation through tortuous anatomy (e.g., curved lung

passages) as well as the ability to treat a variety of sizes of bronchial passageways.

As discussed in the above referenced patents and applications, use of an RF energy

delivery device is one means of treating smooth muscle tissue within the bronchial

passageways.

[007] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary bronchial tree 90. As noted herein,

devices treating areas of the lungs must have a construction that enables navigation

through the tortuous airway passages. As shown, the various bronchioles 92 extend

from right and left bronchi 94, and decrease in size and have many branches 96.

Accordingly, an efficient treatment requires devices that are able to treat airways of

varying sizes as well as function properly when repeatedly deployed after navigating

through the tortuous anatomy.

[008] Tortuous anatomy also poses challenges when the treatment device

requires mechanical actuation of the treatment portion (e.g., expansion of a treatment



element at a remote site). In particular, attempting to actuate a member may be

difficult in view of the fact that the force applied at the operator's hand-piece must

translate to the distal end of the device. The strain on the operator is further

intensified given that the operator must actuate the distal end of the device many

times to treat various portions of the anatomy. When a typical device is contorted

after being advanced to a remote site in the lungs, the resistance within the device

may be amplified given that internal components are forced together.

[009] In addition to basic considerations of navigation and site access, there

exists the matter of device orientation and tissue contact at the treatment site. Many

treatment devices make contact or are placed in close proximity to the target tissue.

Yet, variances in the construction of the treatment device may hinder proper

alignment or orientation of the device. For example, in the case of a device having an

expandable basket-type energy delivery element that is deployed intralumenally, the

treatment area may benefit from uniform contact of basket elements around the

perimeter of the lumen. However, in this case, design or manufacturing variances

may tend to produce a device where the angle between basket elements may not be

uniform. This problem tends to be exacerbated after repeated actuation of the device

and/or navigating the device through tortuous anatomy when the imperfections of the

device become worsened through plastic deformation of the individual components.

[010] For many treatment devices, the distortion of the energy delivery

elements might cause variability in the treatment effect. For example, many RF

devices heat tissue based on the tissue's resistive properties. Increasing or

decreasing the surface contact between the electrode and tissue often increases or

decreases the amount of current flowing through the tissue at the point of contact.

This directly affects the extent to which the tissue is heated. Similar concerns may

also arise with resistive heating elements, devices used to cool the airway wall by



removing heat, or any energy delivery device. In any number of cases, variability of

the energy delivery/tissue interface may cause variability in treatment results. The

consequential risks range from an ineffective treatment to the possibility of patient

injury.

[01 1] Furthermore, most medical practitioners recognize the importance of

establishing acceptable contact between the energy delivery element and tissue.

Therefore, distortion of the energy delivery element or elements increases the

procedure time when the practitioner spends an inordinate amount of time adjusting

a device to compensate for or avoid such distortion. Such action becomes

increasingly problematic in those cases where proper patient management limits the

time available for the procedure.

[012] For example, if a patient requires an increasing amount of medication

(e.g., sedatives or anesthesia) to remain under continued control for performance of

the procedure, then a medical practitioner may limit the procedure time rather than

risk overmedicating the patient. As a result, rather than treating the patient

continuously to complete the procedure, the practitioner may plan to break the

procedure in two or more sessions. Subsequently, increasing the number of

sessions poses additional consequences on the part of the patient in cost, the

residual effects of any medication, adverse effects of the non-therapeutic portion of

the procedure, etc.

[01 3] In view of the above, the present methods and devices described

herein provide an improved means for treating tortuous anatomy such as the

bronchial passages. It is noted that the improvements of the present device may be

beneficial for use in other parts of the anatomy as well as the lungs.



SUMMARY

[014] In accordance with certain embodiments of the present disclosure, a

medical device is disclosed for delivering energy to a body lumen. The device

includes an elongate member including a proximal portion and a distal portion

adapted for insertion into a body lumen; and an energy delivery device disposed

adjacent the distal portion of the elongate member, the energy delivery device

including at least one elongate electrode arm, wherein the elongate electrode arm is

configured to transition between a first configuration and a second configuration

different than the first configuration. The at least one elongate electrode arm includes

an active region configured to contact and deliver energy to the body lumen, wherein

the active region is disposed between a proximal end region and a distal end region

of the elongate electrode arm. When the elongate electrode arm is in the first

configuration, at least a portion of the active region of the elongate electrode arm

extends radially inward toward a longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device.

[01 5] In accordance with certain embodiments of the present disclosure, a

medical device is disclosed for delivering energy to a passageway of a patient's lung.

The device includes an elongate member having a proximal end, a distal end, and a

lumen extending therebetween; and a basket assembly adjacent the distal end and

configured to transition between a collapsed state and an expanded state, wherein

the basket assembly includes a plurality of expandable legs, wherein at least one of

the expandable legs includes an active region configured to contact and deliver

energy to a wall of the passageway when the basket assembly is in the expanded

state. When the basket assembly is in the collapsed state, at least a portion of the

active region of the at least one of the expandable legs includes an inwardly

concave configuration.



[01 6] In accordance with certain embodiments of the present disclosure,

a medical device is disclosed for delivering energy to a body lumen. The device

includes a flexible elongate member comprising a proximal portion and a distal

portion adapted for insertion into a body lumen; and an energy delivery device

disposed adjacent the distal portion of the elongate member, the energy delivery

device comprising at least one elongate electrode and being configured to move

between an expanded state and a collapsed state. The at least one elongate

electrode comprises an active region configured to contact and deliver energy to

the body lumen when the energy delivery device is in the expanded state. When

the energy delivery device is in the collapsed state, at least a portion of the active

region of the elongate electrode bows radially inward toward a longitudinal axis of

the energy delivery device, such that at least a portion of the active region is closer

to the longitudinal axis than at least a portion of the proximal adjoining region and

at least a portion of the distal adjoining region. Upon the application of axial

compressive forces to the elongate electrode, the elongate electrode is configured

to bow outward away from the longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device.

[017] The disclosed embodiments may include one or more of the

following features: the at least one elongate electrode arm may include a plurality

of elongate electrode arms; the plurality of elongate electrode arms may be

secured together to form a basket assembly; the basket assembly may be self-

expandable; the elongate electrode arm may be configured to transition from the

first configuration to the second configuration when an axially compressive force is

applied to the elongate electrode arm; when the elongate electrode arm is in the first

configuration, the elongate electrode arm may include a substantially concave

configuration; when the elongate electrode arm is in the second configuration, the

active region of the elongate electrode arm may include a substantially planar



configuration; a member configured to apply an axially compressive force to the at

least one elongate electrode; the at least one elongate electrode arm may be formed

of a shape memory material; the proximal end region and the distal end region of the

elongate electrode arm may include an insulating coating; the active region may

include an electrode secured to the elongate electrode arm; the active region may

include an electrode secured to the at least one expandable leg; when the basket

assembly is in the expanded configuration, the active region of the at least one of the

expandable legs may include a substantially planar configuration; the active region of

the at least one of the expandable legs may be disposed between a proximal leg

portion and a distal leg portion; the proximal and distal leg portions may include an

insulating coating; the proximal adjoining regbn and the distal adjoining region are

either substantially flat or bow radially inward toward the longitudinal axis of the

energy delivery device; when the energy delivery device is in the expanded state, the

active area becomes substantially planar, and at least a portion of the active region

becomes positioned farther from the longitudinal axis than at least the portion of the

proximal adjoining region and at least the portion of the distal adjoining region; the at

least one elongate electrode comprises a plurality of elongate electrodes that form an

expandable basket assembly.

[01 8] The present disclosure describes devices configured to treat the

airways or other anatomical structures, and may be especially useful in tortuous

anatomy. The devices described herein are configured to treat with uniform or

predictable contact (or near contact) between an active element and tissue.

Typically, the disclosed devices allow this result with little or no effort by a

physician. Accordingly, aspects of the disclosed embodiments offer increased

'effectiveness and efficiency in carrying out a medical procedure. The increases



in effectiveness and efficiency may be especially apparent in using devices having

relatively longer active end members.

[01 9] In view of the above, a variation of the disclosed device includes a

catheter for use with a power supply, the catheter comprising a flexible elongate

shaft coupled to at least one energy delivery element that is adapted to apply

energy to the body lumen. The shaft will have a flexibility to accommodate

navigation through tortuous anatomy. The energy delivery elements are described

below and include basket type design, or other expandable designs that permit

reduction in size or profile to aid in advancing the device to a particular treatment

site and then may be expanded to properly treat the target site. The basket type

designs may be combined with expandable balloon or other similar structures.

[020] Variations of the device can include an elongate sheath having a

near end, a far end adapted for insertion into the body, and having a flexibility to

accommodate navigation through tortuous anatomy, the sheath having a

passageway extending therethrough, the passageway having a lubricious layer

extending from at least a portion of the near end to the far end of the sheath,

where the shaft is slidably located within the passageway of the sheath.

[021] Variations of devices described herein can include a connector for

coupling the energy delivery element to the power supply. The connector may be

any type of connector commonly used in such applications. Furthermore, the

connector may include a cable that is hard-wired to the catheter and connects to a

remote power supply. Alternatively, the connector may be an interface that connects

to a cable from the power supply.

[022] Variations of the device allow for reduced friction between the shaft

and sheath to allow relatively low force advancement of a distal end of the shaft out of

the far end of the sheath for advancement the energy delivery element. Additional



variations of the disclosed embodiments include devices allowing for repeatable

deployment of the expandable energy delivery element while maintaining the

orientation and/or profile of the components of the energy delivery element. One

such example includes an energy delivery basket comprising a plurality of arms,

each arm having a distal end and a proximal end, each arm having a flexure length

that is less than a full length of the arm.

[023] An additional variation of the device includes a catheter for use in

tortuous anatomy to deliver energy from a power supply to a body passageway.

Such a catheter includes an expandable energy delivery element having a reduced

profile for advancement and an expanded profile to contact a surface of the body

passageway and an elongate shaft having a near end, a far end adapted for insertion

into the body, the expandable energy delivery element coupled to the far end of the

shaft, the shaft having a length sufficient to access remote areas in the anatomy.

The design of this shaft includes column strength sufficient to advance the

expandable energy delivery element within the anatomy, and a flexibility that permits

self-centering of the energy delivery element when expanded to contact the surface

of the body passageway.

[024] Additional objects and advantages of the disclosed embodiments will

be set forth in part in the description that follows, and in part will be apparent from the

description, or may be learned by practice of the disclosed embodiments. The

objects and advantages of the disclosed embodiments will be realized and attained

by means of the elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended

claims.

[025] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and

the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not

restrictive of the disclosed embodiments, as claimed.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[026] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute

a part of this specification, illustrate various exemplary embodiments and together

with the description, serve to explain the principles of the disclosed embodiments.

[027] FIG. 1 is an illustration of a person's bronchial passageways;

[028] FIG. 2 is a diagram of an exemplary energy delivery system consistent

with embodiments of the present disclosure;

[029] FIG. 3 is a diagram of an exemplary energy delivery device consistent

with embodiments of the present disclosure;

[030] FIG. 4 is a diagram of an exemplary energy delivery device disposed

in a person's bronchial passageway;

[031] FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional diagram of an exemplary energy delivery

device;

[032] FIGS. 6A-6B depict exemplary pre-shaped energy delivery electrode

wires;

[033] FIGS. 7A-7B depict exemplary pre-shaped energy delivery electrode

wires consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure;

[034] FIGS. 8A-8B depict exemplary pre-shaped energy delivery electrode

wires consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure;

[035] FIG. 9 depicts a fixture for molding a pre-shaped energy delivery

electrode, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure; and

[036] FIG. 10 depicts a cross-sectional diagram of an exemplary energy

delivery device consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[037] Reference will now be made in detail to the exemplary embodiments of

the disclosure, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.



Wherever possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the

drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

[038] It is understood that the examples below discuss uses in the airways of

the lungs. However, unless specifically noted, the disclosed embodiments are not

limited to use in the lung. Instead, the disclosed embodiments may have applicability

in various parts of the body, including, but not limited to, urological, biliary, and

gastrointestinal applications. Moreover, the disclosed embodiments may be used in

various procedures where the benefits of the device are desired.

[039] FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of one example of a system 10 for

delivering therapeutic energy to tissue of a patient for use with the device described

herein. The illustrated variation shows the system 10 having a power supply

(e.g., consisting of an energy generator 12), a controller 14 coupled to the energy

generator, and a user interface surface 16 in communication with the controller 14 .

It is noted that the device may be used with a variety of systems (having the same

or different components). For example, although variations of the device shall be

described as RF energy delivery devices, some embodiments of the device may

include resistive heating systems, infrared heating elements, microwave energy

systems, focused ultrasound, cryo-ablation, or any other energy system. It is

noted that the devices described should have sufficient length to access the tissue

targeted for treatment. For example, it is presently believed necessary to treat

airways as small as 3 mm in diameter to treat enough airways for the patient to

benefit from the described treatment (however, it is noted that the disclosed

embodiments are not limited to any particular size of airways and airways smaller

or larger than 3 mm may be treated with the embodiments disclosed herein).

Accordingly, devices for treating the lungs must be sufficiently long to reach deep

enough into the lungs to treat these airways. Accordingly, the length of the



sheath/shaft of the device that is designed for use in the lungs may be between

1.5-3 ft. long in order to reach the targeted airways.

[040] The particular system 10 depicted in FIG. 2 is one having a user

interface as well as safety algorithms that are useful for the asthma treatment

discussed above. Additional information on such a system may be found in U.S.

Provisional application No. 60/674,1 06, filed Apr. 2 1, 2005, entitled CONTROL

METHODS AND DEVICES FOR ENERGY DELIVERY, the entirety of which is

incorporated by reference herein.

[041] Referring again to FIG. 2, a variation of a device 100 described herein

includes a flexible sheath 102, an elongate shaft 104 (in this example, the shaft

extends out from the distal end of the sheath 102), and a handle or other operator

interface 106 (optional) secured to a proximal end of the sheath 102. The distal

portion of the device 100 includes an energy delivery element 108 (e.g., an electrode,

a basket electrode, a resistive heating element, cyroprobe, etc.). Additionally, the

device 100 includes a connector 10 common to such energy delivery devices. The

connector 110 may be integral to the end of a cable 112 as shown, or the connector

10 may be fitted to receive a separate cable 1 2 . In any case, the device may be

configured for attachment to the power supply via some type connector 110 . The

elongate portions 102, 104 of the device 100 may also be configured and sized to

permit passage through the working lumen of a commercially available bronchoscope

or endoscope. As discussed herein, the device 100 is often used within an

endoscope, bronchoscope, or similar device. However, the device 100 may also be

advanced into the body with or without a steerable catheter, in a minimally invasive

procedure or in an open surgical procedure, and with or without the guidance of

various vision or imaging systems.



[042] FIG. 2 also illustrates additional components used in variations of the

system 10. Although the depicted systems are shown as RF-type energy delivery

systems, it is noted that the disclosed embodiments are not limited as such. Other

energy delivery configurations contemplated may include or not require some of the

elements described below. The power supply (usually the user interface portion 16)

shall have connections 20, 28, 30 for the device 100, return electrode 24 (if the

system 10 employs a monopolar RF configuration), and actuation pedal(s) 26

(optional). The power supply and controller may also be configured to deliver RF

energy to an energy delivery element configured for bipolar RF energy delivery. The

user interface 16 may also include visual prompts 32, 60, 68, 74 for user feedback

regarding setup or operation of the system. The user interface 16 may also employ

graphical representations of components of the system, audio tone generators, as

well as other features to assist the user with system use.

[043] In many variations of the system, the controller 14 may include a

processor 22 that is generally configured to accept information from the system and

system components, and process the information according to various algorithms to

produce control signals for controlling the energy generator 12. The processor 22

may also accept information from the system 10 and system components, process

the information according to various algorithms and produce information signals that

may be directed to the visual indicators, digital display or audio tone generator of the

user interface in order to inform the user of the system status, component status,

procedure status or any other useful information that is being monitored by the

system. The processor 22 of the controller 14 may be a digital IC processor, analog

processor, or any other suitable logic or control system that carries out the control

algorithms, such as those described in U.S. Provisional application No. 60/674,106,



filed Apr. 2 1 , 2005, entitled CONTROL METHODS AND DEVICES FOR ENERGY

DELIVERY, the entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein.

[044] FIG. 2 illustrates one example of an energy delivery element 108. In

this example, the energy delivery element 108 includes a "baskef-like configuration

that implements actuation for expansion of the basket in diameter via a slide

mechanism 1 4 on the handle 106. For example, an operator may manipulate slide

mechanism 1 4, which, through some type of linkage, causes electrode wires of

energy delivery element 108 to expand radially outward or otherwise mechanically

deploy. Alternatively, the basket may be configured to expand as soon as it is

exposed by a sheath, due to its own resilient forces (i.e., making it "self-expandable").

Such features may be useful when the device is operated intralumenally or in

anatomy such as the lungs due to the varying size of the bronchial passageways that

may require treatment.

[045] FIG. 3 illustrates an embodiment in which device 100 may be

advanced through a working channel 33 of a bronchoscope 18. While a

bronchoscope 18 may assist in the procedure, the device 100 may be used through

direct insertion or other insertion means as well. In addition, FIG. 3 illustrates an

embodiment of energy delivery element 108 in a basket configuration and including a

number of arms 120 that carry electrodes (not shown). In this embodiment, the arms

120 are attached to the elongated shaft 04 at a proximal end while the distal end of

the arms 120 are affixed to a distal tip 122. In one embodiment, the arms 120 may

be "tipless", whereby the arms 120 do not terminate in distal tip 120 but instead

"double back" on themselves, forming one or more loops within distal tip 122. To

actuate the energy delivery element 108, a wire or tether 124 may be affixed to the

distal tip 122 to enable compression of the arms 120 between the distal tip 122 and

elongate shaft 104. When the energy delivery element 108 is actuated, i.e.,



expanded, the arms 120 may bow outward, away from a longitudinal axis of the

energy delivery element 108.

[046] FIG. 4 depicts an example of device 00, including energy delivery

element 108, being advanced thorough a body lumen 92, e.g., a bronchial

passageway. In one embodiment, as shown in FIG. 4, device 100 may also

incorporate a junction 76 that adjusts for misalignment between the branching

airways or other body passages, thereby allowing alignment of the device to closely

match the alignment of the airway. It is noted that the present feature also benefits

those cases in which the pathway and target site are offset as opposed to having an

angular difference. The junction 176 helps to eliminate the need for alignment of the

axis of the active element 108 with the remainder of the device in order to provide

substantially even tissue contact. The junction may be a joint, a flexure, or equivalent

means. FIG. 4 illustrates an example of where the access passageway and

passageway to be treated are misaligned by an angle alpha (a). Yet, the energy

delivery element 108 of the treatment device 100 remains substantially aligned with

the target area.

[047] FIG. 5 depicts an embodiment of energy delivery element 108 in a

collapsed configuration (electrode arms 120A) and expanded configuration (electrode

arms 1208). Specifically, the electrode arms of energy delivery element 108 may be

originally shaped like electrode arms 120A, as shown in FIG. 5 , when energy delivery

element 108 is in a collapsed configuration. The electrode arms may be deformed to

the shape of electrode arms 120B.

[048] FIG. 5 depicts an embodiment of energy delivery element 108

including a representation of an active region 50. Active region 50 of electrode arms

120A/120B may be a conductive region of electrode arms 120A/120B. For example,

the electrodes may be generally metallic or otherwise conductive, and have an



insulator disposed around the electrodes in all areas other than the active region 50.

Alternatively, electrode arms 120A/120B may have a special metallic coating or other

conductive material applied to electrode arms 120A/120B around the active region

50. As discussed above, the active region 50 may be configured to contact and

apply energy to the tissue of a body lumen. In the energy delivery element 108 of

FIG. 5, the initial shape of collapsed electrode arms 120A, and therefore the resulting

shape of expanded electrode arms 120B, may cause only a subset of active region

50 to contact and apply energy to the body lumen tissue. In other words, the "contact

area" may be generally shorter than desired, and/or less of the active region 50 than

desired.

[049] Electrode arms 120A/B of the energy delivery element 108 may have

various cross-sectional shapes. For example, the shapes may be round, rounded or

polygonal in cross section. Additionally, each electrode arm may change cross

section along its axis, providing for, for example, electrodes that are smaller or larger

in cross section than the distal and proximal portions of each electrode arm. This

would provide a variety of energy delivery characteristics and bending profiles,

allowing the design to be improved such that longer or wider electrode configurations

can be employed. For example, if the cross-sectional thickness of the active portion

of the electrode arm is greater than the cross-sectional thickness of the distal and

proximal (i.e., inactive) portions of the electrode arm, the electrode arm would be

predisposed to bow outward in the distal and proximal sections, while remaining

flatter in the active area of the electrode arm, potentially providing improved tissue

contact.

[050] One objective of the present disclosure involves increasing the amount

of active region 50 that contacts a body lumen, e.g., to promote more uniform contact

between the energy delivery elements 108 and a treated body lumen. Another



objective of the present disclosure involves increasing the ratio of the contact area to

the active region 50; and/or a ratio of the contact area to the electrode length 55.

Traditionally, the active region 50 may be substantially curved along its entire

length, causing only around 5 mm of the active region 50 to constitute "contact

area" with the body lumen. For example, traditional energy delivery elements 108

may form a shape that is naturally formed by a straight wire that is compressed or

otherwise urged to bow outwardly near its midpoint. Accordingly, in one

exemplary embodiment, electrode arms 120 of energy delivery element 108 may

be pre-bent or pre-shaped before being expanded into a basket configuration.

[051] Referring now to FIGS. 6A-8B, the electrode arms of energy delivery

element 108 may be pre-shaped as already described herein. In particular, the

electrode arms 120 may be pre-shaped to control the direction in which the arms

deflect upon basket deployment 108 to prevent electrode inversion, provide

controlled buckling of the basket electrode 108, and improve tissue contact.

[052] FIG. 6A illustrates a pre-bent electrode arm 600, which is pre-bent

according to existing techniques. For example, the electrodes may be

constructed of a suitable current conducting metal or alloys such as, for example,

copper, steel, and platinum. The electrodes may also be constructed of a shape

memory alloy which is capable of assuming a predetermined, i.e., programmed,

shape upon reaching a predetermined, i.e., activation, temperature. Such metals

are known in the art as described, for example, in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,621 ,882 and

4,772,1 12, which are incorporated herein. For the presently disclosed

embodiments, the shape memory metal used may have the characteristic of

assuming a deflection away (i.e., expands) from a device longitudinal axis when

activated, i.e., heated in excess of the normal body temperature and preferably



between 60° C and 95° C. One suitable shape memory alloy is available as NITINOL

from Raychem Corp., Menlo Park, Calif.

[053] As shown in FIG. 6B, when axial compressive loads are applied to the

electrode 600 during deployment, the pre-shaped arm is predisposed to buckle or

deflect in a predictable, desired outwards direction into electrode arm 600', to make

contact with the airway wall. Hence, the pre-shaped arm 600 provides for

preferential buckling in the outward direction, thereby forming expanded electrode

arm 600', which is of use in tortuous airways where orthogonal or side loads

commonly cause arm inversions. At all points along its length, the pre-shaped arm

600 is either straight or bows outward from a longitudinal axis of an energy delivery

element. However, as described above, the configuration of FIG. 6A-6B may result in

a tissue contact area of expanded electrode arm 600' that is shorter and less uniform

than desired, and/or a smaller proportion of active area 50 than desired.

[054] Accordingly, several alternative pre-shaped electrode arms are

disclosed, which may be employed to induce more desirable bowing or buckling upon

the application of axial compression, so that an entire active area may make contact

with a patient's tissue. FIG. 7A depicts an embodiment of a pre-shaped electrode

arm 700 having an active area 702 that bows inward toward a longitudinal axis of the

energy delivery device, when in a collapsed configuration. In other words, the active

area 702 is pre-shaped to be convex from a perspective of the longitudinal axis of the

energy delivery device, and concave from a perspective away from the energy

delivery device. As a result of the concavity, or inward bowing, of active area 702,

axial compressive forces on electrode arm 700 cause electrode arm 700 to deform to

the shape depicted as electrode arm 700' of FIG. 7B. Specifically, as depicted in

FIG. 7B, axial compressive forces on electrode arm 700 cause the electrode arm

700, including concave active area 702, to form an expanded electrode arm 700'



having a desirable active area 702'. Concave active area 702 may flatten to form a

substantially flat active area 702' by virtue of torque transferred from end portions of

electrode arm 700 to the concave active area 702, upon the application of axial

forces (e.g., from wire or tether 124 applying tension, as described above).

[055] By comparison between FIGS. 6B and 7B, it can be seen that

expanded electrode arm 700' may form a longer and more uniform contact area as

compared to the contact area of expanded electrode arm 600'. In addition, expanded

electrode arm 700' may form a flatter active area 700' than the active area of

expanded electrode arm 600', thereby also causing longer, and more uniform contact

area. In one embodiment, the contact area of expanded electrode arm 700' may be

approximately 5-1 5 mm in length. Because of the pre-formed concavity in electrode

arm 700, the shape of active area 702' on expanded electrode arm 700', and resulting

lengthened contact area, may promote more uniform contact between the device

active area 702' and the tissue targeted for energy delivery. For example, the shape

of expanded electrode arm 700' may provide desirable and consistent tissue contact

over a substantial entirety of active area 702'.

[056] FIG. 8A depicts an electrode arm 800 having a flat active area 802

and concave adjoining portions 804. As a result of the concavity, or inward bowing,

of adjoining portions 804, axial compressive forces on electrode arm 800 may cause

electrode arm 800 to deform to the shape depicted as electrode arm 800', as shown

in FIG. 8B. Specifically, as depicted in FIG. 8B, axial compressive forces on

electrode arm 800 causes the electrode arm 800; including concave adjoining

portions 804, to form an expanded electrode arm 800' having an active area 802'.

Concave adjoining portions 804 may expand to form longer active area 802' by virtue

of torque transferred from end portions of electrode arm 800 to active area 802 and



adjoining portions 804, upon the application of axial forces (e.g., from wire or tether

124 applying compression, as described above).

[057] By comparison between FIGS. 6B and 8B, it can be seen that

expanded electrode arm 800' may form a longer and more uniform contact area as

compared to the contact area of expanded electrode arm 600'. In addition, expanded

electrode arm 800' may form a flatter active area 800' than the active area of

expanded electrode arm 600', thereby also causing longer, and more uniform contact

area. In one embodiment, the contact area of expanded electrode arm 800' may be

approximately 5-1 5 mm in length. Because of the pre-formed concavity in adjoining

portions of electrode arm 800, the shape of active area 802' on expanded electrode

arm 800', and resulting lengthened contact area, may promote more uniform contact

between the device active area 802' and the tissue targeted for energy delivery. For

example, the shape of expanded electrode arm 800' may provide desirable and

consistent tissue contact over a substantial entirety of active area 802'.

[058] FIG. 9 depicts a fixture 900 for making an electrode wire consistent

with the embodiments of the present disclosure, including the pre-shaped electrode

wires of FIGS. 7A and 8A. Specifically, fixture 900 contains a plurality of contours

902 into which a wire may be disposed for deformation. Contours 902 may contain a

concaved portion 904, which may impart a concaved feature, e.g., concave portion

702, onto an electrode wire. In one embodiment, a Nitinol ribbon, or other shape

memory material, may be set into the contours 902 of fixture 900. A press plate may

be used to press the Nitinol ribbon or other wire against the desired contours formed

in the fixture 900. Heat may be applied to the wire to aid in deforming the wire

against the contours 902 of fixture 900, thereby pre-setting the shape of the wire.

[059] FIG. 10 depicts an embodiment of energy delivery device 108

including electrode arms 120A/120B consistent with electrode arm 700/700' depicted



in FIGS. 7A and 7B. FIG. 10 also depicts an embodiment of energy delivery

element 108 including a representation of an active region 50. Specifically, the

electrode arms of energy delivery element 108 may be originally shaped like

electrode arms 120A, as shown in FIG. 10, when energy delivery element 108 is in a

collapsed configuration. The electrode arms may be deformed to the shape of

electrode arms 120B, by the application of axial compressive forces. Because the

electrode arms 120A have concave portions consistent with concave portions 702 of

FIG. 7A, a larger portion of active region 50 may be in contact with body lumen

tissue, than of the active region depicted in FIG. 5. Moreover, contact area of the

active region 50 of FIG. 10 may be a larger proportion of the active region 50 and/or

of the overall electrode length 55, as compared to that of the electrode disclosed in

FIG. 5.

[060] Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in

the art from consideration of the specification and practice of the invention disclosed

herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as

exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by the

following claim.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A medical device for delivering energy to a body lumen, the device

comprising:

an elongate member including a proximal portion and a distal portion

adapted for insertion into a body lumen; and

an energy delivery device disposed adjacent the distal portion of the

elongate member, the energy delivery device including at least one elongate

electrode arm, wherein the elongate electrode arm is configured to transition

between a first configuration and a second configuration different than the first

configuration;

wherein the at least one elongate electrode arm includes an active region

configured to contact and deliver energy to the body lumen, wherein the active

region is disposed between a proximal end region and a distal end region of the

elongate electrode arm; and

wherein, when the elongate electrode arm is in the first configuration, at

least a portion of the active region of the elongate electrode arm extends radially

inward toward a longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device.

2 . The medical device of claim , wherein the at least one elongate

electrode arm includes a plurality of elongate electrode arms.

3 . The medical device of claim 2 , wherein the plurality of elongate

electrode arms are secured together to form a basket assembly.



4 . The medical device of claim 3, wherein the basket assembly is self-

expandable.

5 . The medical device of claim 1, wherein the elongate electrode arm

is configured to transition from the first configuration to the second configuration

when an axially compressive force is applied to the elongate electrode arm.

6 . The medical device of claim 1, wherein, when the elongate electrode

arm is in the first configuration, the elongate electrode arm includes a substantially

concave configuration.

7 . The medical device of claim 1, wherein, when the elongate

electrode arm is in the second configuration, the active region of the elongate

electrode arm includes a substantially planar configuration.

8 . The medical device of claim 1, further comprising a member

configured to apply an axially compressive force to the at least one elongate

electrode.

9 . The medical device of claim 1, wherein the at least one elongate

electrode arm is formed of a shape memory material.

10. The medical device of claim 1, wherein the proximal end region and

the distal end region of the elongate electrode arm include an insulating coating.



. The medical device of claim , wherein the active region includes

an electrode secured to the elongate electrode arm.

12. A medical device for delivering energy to a passageway of a

patient's lung, the device comprising:

an elongate member having a proximal end, a distal end, and a lumen

extending therebetween; and

a basket assembly adjacent the distal end and configured to transition between a

collapsed state and an expanded state, wherein the basket assembly includes a

plurality of expandable legs, wherein at least one of the expandable legs includes

an active region configured to contact and deliver energy to a wall of the

passageway when the basket assembly is in the expanded state;

wherein, when the basket assembly is in the collapsed state, at least a

portion of the active region of the at least one of the expandable legs includes an

inwardly concave configuration.

13 . The medical device of claim 12, wherein the active region includes

an electrode secured to the at least one expandable leg.

14. The medical device of claim 12, wherein, when the basket

assembly is in the expanded configuration, the active region of the at least one of

the expandable legs includes a substantially planar configuration.

15 . The medical device of claim 12, wherein the active region of the at

least one of the expandable legs is disposed between a proximal leg portion and a



distal leg portion.

16. The medical device of claim 15, wherein the proximal and distal

leg portions include an insulating coating.

17 . A medical device for delivering energy to a body lumen, the device

comprising:

a flexible elongate member comprising a proximal portion and a distal

portion adapted for insertion into a body lumen; and

an energy delivery device disposed adjacent the distal portion of the

elongate member, the energy delivery device comprising at least one elongate

electrode and being configured to move between an expanded state and a

collapsed state;

wherein the at least one elongate electrode comprises an active region

configured to contact and deliver energy to the body lumen when the energy

delivery device is in the expanded state;

wherein, when the energy delivery device is in the collapsed state, at least

a portion of the active region of the elongate electrode bows radially inward

toward a longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device, such that at least a portion

of the active region is closer to the longitudinal axis than at least a portion of the

proximal adjoining region and at least a portion of the distal adjoining region; and

wherein, upon the application of axial compressive forces to the elongate

electrode, the elongate electrode is configured to bow outward away from the

longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device.



18. The medical device of claim 17 , wherein the proximal adjoining

region and the distal adjoining region are either substantially flat or bow radially

inward toward the longitudinal axis of the energy delivery device.

19. The medical device of claim 7 , wherein, when the energy delivery

device is in the expanded state, the active area becomes substantially planar, and

at least a portion of the active region becomes positioned farther from the

longitudinal axis than at least the portion of the proximal adjoining region and at

least the portion of the distal adjoining region.

20. The medical device of claim 17, wherein the at least one elongate

electrode comprises a plurality of elongate electrodes that form an expandable

basket assembly.
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